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A new technique for  plasma diagnostics is presented which employs the 
nodinear properties of the plaarse medium. 
The situation i s  C o o 8 i d e r e d  in which two electromagnetic fields with 
different frequencies, a+ and %, are externally applied t o  a plasma, Interest  
is then concentrated on the current densities aaeociated with the beat frequencies, 
W, 3: % 
w i l l  be established i f  m e  choose8 one of the beat frequencies equal t o  a 
characteristic frequency of the plasm, 
One expects, on the b a s h  of physical reasoning, that a resonance effect  
Detailed calculations are carried out for the cases of wave propegation 
parallel and perpendicular t o  a static magnetic field,  
for the purposes of pLruwa diagnostics, are found i n  the case of perpendiculat 
propagation, where one chooses either 
The most proadsing resul ts ,  
% "UB " %  
or  
ui ' 4 " 2 %  
where rU, is the electron cyclotron frequency, and measures current8 flawing 
perpendicular to the s t a t i c  magnetic field, 
currents associated with the dffference frequency, u+ - us, have measurab~e 
values aud are strongly dependent on the values of the electron temperature 
perpendicular t o  the static magnetic field. 
In these cases it is found that  the 
Measured values of these currents should, therefore, yield values for this 
electron temperature. 
parallel to the static magnetic f ie ld ,  If the work presented herein is extended 
t o  include wave propagation directions a t  an arbitrary angle with respect t o  the 
static magnetic f ie ld ,  the corresponding currents will depend on the longitudinal 
These currents are independent of the electron temperature 
as w e 1 1  as the transverse temperature, It is  hoped that the longitudinal 
ii  
temperature can also be measured in th i8  way.  
in principle, imrolviug only nore tedious calculations, 
This exteneion is strafghtfomard 
I 
I The diagnostic method propeed in this work should have same advantages aver 
1 present techniques. 
ture effects, which i e  beyond the capability of present: probe technique8. 
This method should euable ope to pDB(IBlre anisotropic tempera- 
1 
Since there are t#o resonance conditions in the case discussed above, a 
frequency sweep technique is suggested for measurements of electron temperature8 
Ln the ionosphere. 
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1. - 
In t h i s  report ve discuss a n w  method for determining plasma properties, 
with particular emphasis on the electron density and electron temperature, 
Before proceeding with the development of the theoretical baais of the new 
method, haoever, we firrrt give a brief discussion of present diagnostic techniques 
revealing in the process the motivation for the present investigation, 
There are, a t  present, 8everalmethods i n  we for makiag measurements on laj 
density pfasmas such as occur i n  the ionosphere. 
use of the Langmsir probe, 
with the operation of these probes [I,  2]*. Certain types of double probes, 
modificatians of the Laqgmir probe, are also i n  me 13, 41. 
measurements obtained on rockets and satellites by use of these probee has recently 
been given by Brans 151, along with a caaparison with the radar backscatter 
technique. 
hwever, because we are interested in methods of obtaining i n  s i t u  measurements, 
%ere has also been same work done on a t r i p l e  probe 161 , although th i s  &vice 
has not yet been used f a t  ionosphere studies. 
essentially the 8- embiguities as the hngnuir probes. 
The most camyln method is the 
There are, hawever, certain ambiguities associated 
A comparison of 
a i s  fa t t e r  method w i l l  not interest  us i n  the present discussion, 
The datble and t r i p l e  probes h e  
It was priDcipally because of the diff icul t ies  with the probes l is ted above 
This method takes tbat the so-called "resonance probe" vas developed [2, 7 , 81 
advantage of the resaaaxce at a certain frequency. One advantage of this type of 
probe over the Langmuir type is  that  the resul ts  are relatively iuseaeitive t o  
the shape or  size of the probe and sheath. 
The arrcrly8i8 for  the resorvrace probe has recently been extended t o  include 
There is ,  the effect of a static mgaetic f ie ld ,  under certain conditions [ 9 ] ,  
barever, no provision for the possibility that the electron temperature may be 
anisotropic, 
-~ ___ * Numbers i n  brackets refer t o  the cortespondingly d e r e d  references on 2.  SO. 
1 
W i t h  tbir short discu8rion of the probes now be%* used for t& study of 
tba lar demity iorrarpbre p h ,  we will nm diclctus the bulc idem hhiod 
tln aow mthod €mi- grerentd bre. W e  exbuat ive dbctuaioru of probar, aad 
&O otber rwtbodr wed mtly f- thr study of laboratory p t n r u . ,  can be f d  
in the boaka by Sbald aad Ulurtcm [lOf and by Raddle8taw .ob baarrrd [Ill. 
8upposa that two electrawuptic f ie lds  with -lar frequsacisr cp md QC 
are ertenratly appllad to a plasma, 
discussion that there frequencies are ccaopIetely arbitrary in nature, Le.,  they 
are not haraaaically releted t o  each other or to the charactariatic frequencies 
o f  the pkmrr - the electron and ion plasM a d  cyclotron fmqueacicr. It ir 
well kuoun that fbld. are gemrated in the pL.spyL characterized by harmonics of 
a, and % and the b88t frequ-iea % +u) and 4 -a,. As a reauft of the 
application of these two externar fields, q current denaitp w i l l  be produced. 
This current density ut11 coaeiet of a SIPP of temm IxvoLving the a h g l e  frequencies, 
% md % , (which can be iuveetigated by p~8ns of a Umarized theory) and, in 
addition, tesm Frnrolving hi-r brroaonics of cp and 
aum and differewes of the varfow ftequerrier. 
It w i r l  ba supposed i n  the fotl-ing 
mid a180 t e r n  involving 
Them term8 are a11 consequenem? 
of the naalixmar intersctiona occurring within the plrrmr, 
W e  shall eimle out for study the contributions to the current density 
88eociated with the beat frequencies, up f '4 'ihe main objective here is t o  
pravidrr a bet ter  meane for areaauring tbe electron temperature in a plasma (in 
pcrrticular, a las density, 1- terpperature ionosphere plesma) than is currently 
avaihbh in the probe methods diacuased 8bme. 
One dist inct ive feature of th i s  method, which can be stated a t  the artset, 
I 8  that it involves ooeclsurementr of cmly kc currents, whereas a l l  the conventional 
probe me&& iamolve messuremante of DO currants. 
'Ihe theoretical problem m 8 t ~ t ~ c 8 1 ~ y  formulated in Section 2. Section 3 
I 8  then dgPoted to  a discursfon of the linearized theory of p b m 8  vave8, w i t h  
2 
emphasis on the problem under consideration. 
of the nonlinear problem, L e . ,  the calculation of the current densities 
associated w i t h  the s m  and differeace frequeocies, 
give 8amm nuwrical examples of the results obteined in the previous section, cmd 
flnarly, Sect ion 6 corrsiete of coxeluding remarks. 
Section 4 contains the aolutian 
i 9. In Section 5 we 
I 
2- z
The plasma will be described by coasidering Maxwell’s equations in conjunction 
w i t h  the Boltzmann equations for the electrons, ione, and neutral particles. Far 
eimplicity, the ions will be considered to be -bile, the positive ions being 
replaced by a smeared out poaltive charge background. Tbe frequelrciee to be 
considered w i l t  a b a p  be sufficiently hub so that thle apprcotinmtiaa is justified, 
The Boltarunn equation far the electrons is gtven by (Zn ntS units) 
where the right si& represents the change of the electron distribution, f ,  due to 
colllaions bemen electrons aad other particles. 
into 
The vector, 2, w i l l  be decamposed 
where 3 represents a static f i e l d  and 81 the internal field in the plasm bue to 
motion of the electrons. 
4. 
Tbe collision term, i n  general, is quite cwplicated, We w i l l ,  hwever, 
restrict caneideretion t o  the case of the F-layer of the ionosphere or, more 
exactly, to regions of the ionosphere for which the f o l l w i n g  inequality is s a t i s f i e d ,  
3 
where v is the collision frequency 
of one o f  the eacternal fields. In 
writ ten 8s 
for momenttnn transfer and (IO Is the frequency 
this situation*, the collision tern can be 
(5 - 4 
where 
is independent of velocity, 
is the zeto-order distribution function and the collision frequency, u, 
We now decompose the distribution function into the form, 
where & is the zero=order distribution fuuctian which satisfies 
where 
The scalar 1 ~ 1  is the electron cyclotron (angular) frequency. 
4r 
The most general solution of (6) i s  
where 
* There is, in addition, another condition in order that (4) be vs l id  [12]. 
Namely, the Lamor radius of the electrons in  the s ta t ic  magnetic field 
must be mch less than the waverengtbs of the waves propagating in the 
prcrSma, This ccmditicm is always setisfied in the cases considered here. 
4 
*re 0~ and 61 are e k t r m  temperature8 eqprebred j.n energy unite. We bave 
allared far tbe fact thst the mathemstics of the problem alLoora the possibiUty 
that the ektrou temperatures wallel aud perpepdiculas to tbe stattc q m t l c  
f i e ld  may be different. The prmsl.n probes xunt in rtse cannot m~mure this 
&rotropy of the tmruture. 
There Le a m  ccrrrtroverey at pzeclent canceming the qoeation of whether  or 
Ihe assumption (8 )  is not the faMIsphcre is in thermal equilibrfum IS, 13-lSI. 
rpoE nacea8ary for the developoent of the prebemt method, and €8 m8de only for 
defintteasss, We Catld, fot acnnph, U88, imterpcd of (81, 8 distribution 
vhich included the effects of high veloclty perticLee (€oec, velocity > &+p0 
Substituting (5) iuto (2) and making uae of (2), (4), a d  (6) we obtain 
(9 )  hrs been written i n  ruch a way tbat .I¶ mnti~errr: t e n u  urc on the right 
f t  i e  theae term that give rise to the beat freqtmncier. 
not nsslectiIlrg the tema invofviqg the internal v t a c  field, a8 16 quite 
frequently doam. 'lehe reason is that we ure looking far a OB~BL% effect so that the 
V t L c  tenia are iqortunt ,  
far Wtrich the magnetic  tan^ are irpor-, 
Note also that we are 
Indad, there are C ~ U  even %a tbo linear theory 
pointed crtt bp ketf f16Io 
5 
Thc problem before UB is t o  solve (9) in conjrrrPrctioa with 
which i r  easily derived fram nglwcrll's equations i f  we eote that the current density 
ie defined i n  tenas of the dlstributlcm function by 
%'be procedure w i l l b s  t o  solve ( 9 )  for  fr by an i terat ion procedure, anti then 
obtain E from (10). The internal augnetic fLeld, Bi, is found from the different ia l  
forwrlatiaa of Paraday's I-, 
c .5 
~ 
In wing an i terat ion method to  solve (9), the asmaption is made that the 
nonliaaarities are "small". Similar procedures hare baen used prevtaasly [ 17-21] 
and are camrenieut beceuse a l l  that is required is a straightforward generalization 
of the velZ-knowa linearized theory. The mmaer in which the i terat ion process is 
foznulated in the present work is different, however, from that of the papers j u s t  
ci ted 
It is clear from physical conaiderations that  such an approach must work i n  
the present prOb1e5, since nonlinear propagation effects have been obsented i n  
the ionosphere at quite laat f i e ld  strengths 1171. 
the i te ra t ion  procedure w i l l  produce meaningful results. 
ionosphere can be characterized as a weakly nonlinear medium, i n  contrast with 
some of the strangly nonlinear media currently of interest  in nonlinear optics 
[22]. 
It is expected, therefore, that 
In this sense, the 
This idea is  essentially contained in Danilkin's paper [19]. 
6 
In order t o  carry out the i terat ion process, we need the solution to the 
linearized problem, i o e o r  when the r ight  side of ( 9 )  is set equal to zeroo This 
topic l a  discussed in the next sectiono 
30 v 
The linearized form of (9) is: 
To examine the steady-state plane wave solutious of this  equation along with 
The frequency, w, is-taken to be r ea l  (it will l a te r  be taken t o  be either %, % p  
or a l inear c d i n a t i a n  of the two7 but the propagation vector, k, may be complex. 
Substitution of (14) into (13) gives: 
- 
It is ntxv convenient to  choose the coordinate system so that the static 
magnetic f ie ld  lies along the z-axis. Introducing cylindrical coordinates 
7 
The primed velocity vect& in (17) is a shorthand notation and is defined, by 
means of (16), fn terms of unprimed radial and axial variables and a primed angular 
variable. 
and is periodic in cp w f t h  period 2n. 
The lwer limit in  (17) has been chosen in  such a way that ft is bounded 
The equation for the electric field, E ,  is determined by substituting (17) 
LI 
into (IO), making use of (14) e After some manipulations , we f ind 
where 
In (19) we have introduced the sunnuation convention in which a repeated 
subscript i s  summed fran 1 to  3. 
defined by 
The quantity ape is the conductivity tensor 
and i o  equal to 
8 
In order that non-trivial solutions of (19) exist w e  must have 
The solutions of this equation determine the dispersion relations of the wmes 
which can propagate i n  the plasma, 
In order t o  solve (23), or even t o  write it out explicit ly,  the conductivity 
tensor amst be determined; i c e o ,  the velocity space integrotioaa indicated i n  (22) 
nust be evaluated, 
results being expressed i n  term? of Bessel functions and error functions. 
then becoaEs 8 transcendent81 equation which nust be solved t o  obtain the dispersion 
These integrations, i n  fac t ,  can be done exactly 1251, the 
(23) 
relations of the various waves in the plasma, 
d i f f icu l t  t o  carry art. 
This procedure is, of course, very 
There is, however, 8 simplification which can be made here 
which is standard procedure in the linearized theory of plasma waveso The idea is 
t o  consider the case for which the phase velocity is much greater than the thermal 
velocity of the electrons. This is ,  in fact ,  the actual physical si tuation except 
near resonances [12], For the case8 In which th i s  approarimatlon is not satisfied 
the waves are strongly damped, so that th i s  situation, is not interesting, Thia 
damping is the analog of the damping of longitudinal wave0 i n  the absence of an 
external magnetic f ie ld ,  f i r s t  found by Landau [26Ie It is now kuam [23-25,27] 
that  analogous damping pheMmrena exist for other types of W 8 V e 8 o  
The procedure, then, is t o  introduce the small-argumnt expansions for  the 
Bessel functions and the asymptotic expansions for the error  functions, so that  
the dispersion relatians are determined t o  farest order in ka, %is procedure is 
suff ic ient  for the waves being considered here, since the wavelengths ere very 
long, ioe . ,  X 7> 1, = Debye length, 
Using the above procedure (23) becames a cubic equation in I? , The situation 
simplifies even further i f  consideration is reetrlcted t o  the casee of propagation 
either psraXle1 or perpendicular t o  the static magnetic field, In these cases the 
cubic equation degenerates into a product of two factors, one l inear and one 
quedratic in ka, 
This last step is done in order to simplify the analysis, but i e  not a 
necessary rest r ic t ion of the present theory,, The consideration of theme two 
limiting cases should be sufficient t o  determine whether or not the diagnostic 
method being proposed i n  th i s  report is feasible. 
3.1 ProP_anationaraml t o  &e Static 
Follawing the procedure discussed above, (23) becomes, i n  th io  case: 
where : 
ck 
In <25), a $ is the vaclpop w w e  nuder and n a w is the refractive index, 
The temperature effects  are contained in the dimensionless quantitiea, 
The f o l l a i a g  normrrlized quantities are comnonly used in the magnetomion2c 
theory aad are convenient for the present problem, 
10 
where X, 9,  aud U are the follwim rwrrPlatized frequeaciee: 
wDp being the fanilfar electron pLaema frequency. It w i l l  be noted that the 
definition of U wed here corresponds t o  rhe choice of alga far the exponential 
in (14). 
'Ihe significance of the quantities defined by (27) Le thut the elements of 
the dtelectric teneor of a zero temperature plasma can be caepletely expressed in 
term of them. 
The remaining quantities in (25) are functione only of the normalized 
parametera Y and Ut 7 
u"+ Y 
(v=-Y*) 
- L a u  
u=- Y d 
One aolution of (24) occurs when 
11 
or 
The superscript indicates that  t h i s  rolution w i l l  henceforth be called 'hrode no. I". 
The remaining solutions of (24) ure obtained from the condition 
- c + A  B,z  
a, 
Henceforth the solution for the upper sign in (30) w i l l  be denoted by ' bde  
no, 2" and that  for the lwer sign by 'hrode 00. 3". 
to the ordinary and extraordinary waves of the magnetomionic theory 1281, 
Tbese solutions correspond 
The 
corrections for f in i t e  temperatore or compreaeibility are given in the second and 
thi rd terms of the denaninator. It will be sham in Section 5 that these correc- 
tions are corspleteZy negligible for the cases of intereet in the present imrestigao 
tion, so that  (30) w i l l  reduce t o  the results obtained from the aero-temperature 
magneto-Ionic theory, 
The w a t e  described by (29)  is longitudinal and linearly polarized along its 
direction of propgation, which is alro the directioa of the s t a t l c  magnetic f i e ld ,  
It w i l l  be noted that the refractive index is independent of the s t a t i c  magnetic 
f ie ld ,  This ie the familiar longitudinal plasma wave, It w i l l  be noted that Bn 
appears i n  the denQninator of (29) ,  so that  1 will be very large and the phase 
velocity very small (of the order of the thermal velocity). 
The waves described by (30) are circularly polarized i n  the plane perpendicular 
t o  the s t a t i c  magnetic field.  For very high frequency, w 4 -, (30) reduces t o  the 
diapersfon relatiou for electranagnetic waves i n  vacuum, fi2 3 1 ,  
12 
I -  
3.2 8 - 
~ We wilt next consider propagation 81- the x-gtis. 
I 
~ to l tarhg &e SQBB procedure, (23) can again be written in  the form (249 
with the elements of the detemiruat nQw defiasd by: 
i 
I A 
where : 
- -  o2 (LIZ@ YY 9 
t 
i One solution i s  again given by 
It will be noted that the dependence of d’’ on the transverse electron temperature 
vanishes if collirioru are neglected. Aa already noted i n  connection with ( 3 0 ) ,  
the temperature dependent term fn (32) are very am811 for tha c u e i  of interert 
13 
I 
I i n  the present work. Nunerical examples w i l l  be considered later. Thus, (32) can 
be simplified t o  read 
the same result  obtained fram the magneto-Ionic theory. I 
I The other solutions are determined by the condition 
I which can be written as the follawing algebraic equatioa 
I 
By using the fact that  the temperature effeete are small, we obtsin the simpler 
Zhe solutions t o  this equation (taking into account the smalf mgnitude of 
the temperature terms) are: 
The wave described by (32) is l i n e a r l y  polarized parallel t o  the s t a t i c  
magnetic f ie ld  and is, therefore, a transverse waveo In the l f m i t  w m ,  
(32) redtlces t o  the disperston relation for  electrunagnetic wwes i n  vacuum. A t  
1-r frequencies there is a correction t o  the vacuum dispersion relation due t o  
presence of the phsme0 
this wave because the tearperature coaectioaa =e ~ q l i g l b l e ,  as $8 readily seen 
from (32). 
The static magnetic f i e ld  has no appreciable effect  oa 
The wawes described by (34) and (35) are e l l i p t i ca l ly  polarized in the xy- 
plane, 
purely transverse, 
Thus, the polarization is mixed, being neither purely longitudinal nor 
It w i l l  be noted that the temperature corrections for modes noo 1 and no. 3 
are negligible, whereas th i s  is not trua for mode noe 2, 
dispersion relations given by (32) and (35) reduce to  the  dispersion relation for 
vacuum electromsguetic waves i n  the limit w -. a, whereaa (34) 4 0 ( d e  noo 2). 
The solutions for  the refractive indices derived i n  th i s  section, for both 
Note also that  the 
paral le l  and perpendicular propagation,will be discussed in more de ta i l  i n  later 
sections, a f t e r  expressions for the current densities are derived. 
We have thus obtaiaed the plane wave solutions of the equations of motion. 
We can nau use the fac t  that  the equations are l inear,  and therefore that the 
superposition priuciple is valid,  t o  construct the general solutions (in the linear 
approximation) fran the plane wave solutions obtained above. 
The e lec t r ic  f i e ld  w i l l  be written a8 
\\ 
where l'cocol' denote the caaplex conjugate of the preceding termo 
over cy indicates that we add the contributions of sll the propagating plasma wave 
modes, vhich in general are threea 
fact  that two external f ie lds  ate applied t o  the plaslaa. 
'&e sumraation 
Tbe 8lmmathrb over y is a consequence of the 
'Ibe amplitudes of the 
15 
electric fields, 4 ,  are solutions of (19). 
and henceforth, to  denote quantities obtsinad in the llaear approocimrrtlaa. 
The zero euperecript is used above, - 
We use the form (36) insteud of the usual prescription in which a single 
plane wave is used, with &e understanding that  only tbe real part %6 t o  be taken 
after the carCulatian. 
nodinear optics. 
method, but t h i s  is easily remedied at  the end of the celrmlation, 
The farnr (36) is used by B 2 o d a e r g e m  c221 and others in  
It produces an additional factor of 2 over that of the usual 
By writing expressions in the form (36), the resu l t s  w i l l  be real quantit ies,  
as they should be. 
In a similar manner the distributicm function, f.i f - 6, w i l l  be written 
in the follcwiag way: 
where : 
m 
f ie  amplitude of the internal  magnetic f ie ld ,  If, is related t o  5; by the relation 
.I, 
which Ls a consequence of (12). 
We are naJ ready t o  obtain the solution of the nonlinear system (9) and (lo), 
This will be discussed i n  the next section, 
Befure proceed€ng, hawever, we should discuss  in sanawhat more detail the 
consequences of writing (367) and (37) 88 a aum of phne w m e s ,  since there i t 3  an 
appraciumtiaa involved. 
56 
There are knum escanples of cases in which plane wave s o l u t i m  are not 
valid [26,29,u)]. Landau [26] considered the problem of penetration of an 
extern82 f i e ld  into a pdasma in the absence of a s t a t i c  magnetic f i e ld ,  considering 
only the longitudinal field. This analyeie w a r  extended by Shafraaw 1301 and by 
Plat- and Buckabarm 129) t o  the case of propegation parallal t o  a static 
magnetic f ie ld ,  The results of these investigations are that the asymptotic 
resul ts  for the fields (toe,, far from the boundary insLde the plasma) are 
( z  - distance from the boundary) 
for a Wxwellian distribution [26,30] and 
for a resonance distribution 1291, Plat- a d  Bucksb- have pointed out that  
these effects  can be ignored i f  one is not near a iTesoDBzTa and not too far fran 
the boundary, 
plamnas with t h e m 1  energies of the o rde r  of 30 ev [29]. 
We m a t  point aut, bowever, that  these resul ts  were obtained for 
On the contrary, tbe 
present work is concerned with pIasmas far which the maximum t h e m 1  energies are 
of the order O,1  ev, Therefore, the effects discussed above should not be 
significant for the present work even far from the plasma boundary, We w t f l  not 
consider cases for which the plasma is near resonanceo 
4, 
We new evaluate the right si& of (9 )  by using (36) and (37) for the zero-order 
quantit ies,  
order nonlinear solution) for fr, hereafter called f ,< l )  is: 
The resulting Zinear equation for  the next i terat ive solution ( lwes t  
17 
I 
I The quantit ies E(" and denote the e lec t r ic  f ie ld  and internal magnetic - - 
I f i e ld ,  respectively, in the lcweat order nonlinear approximation, and the * denotes 
the camplex conjugateo 
I &e current deneity is defined by 
We w i l l  concentrate, in the follawing work, on the contribution to  (42) fran the 
beat frequencies; %.eo, the sum and dgiference frequensies up f u)d. Thus, we wfll 
not be concerned with the contributions to (42) fran single frequencies, contained 
in %(09,  nor fran the terms produced by harwmic generation, contained i n  f,(%' 
Tha contributiaas t o  (42) associated w i t h  the frequencies u+ + % and U+ Q ua, w i l l  
be denoted by jc+' and jcm' , respectively. 
CI TI 
In view of the abwe remarks, it w i l l  not be necessary t o  consider a l l  the 
terms in (41)0 
denoted by 3, with corresponding notation for Cf1' : 
The terms of R which will be of interest  t o  us are the f o l l d n g ,  
18 
We 2#y cowider (40) w t t h  B replaced by and 4''' by q"' Since is 
empresred as a uum of p k  waves, we can decappose the variables in (40) in  a 
aind Ear manner : 
19 
I .  - . 
Tbe amplitudes i n  (46) are related t o  thaae in (45) as a consequence of 
(12). Far example, 
20 
The relations between the other amplitudes are obtained in 8 c ~  analogous manner. 
Canparison of (40) with (43)-(46) indicates that  the solutions for each plane 
wave can be obtained separately, 
only the derivation of results for the first term l i s ted  in (43)-(46). 
In the fol lwing development we w i l l  consider 
This is 
I 
I 
actually a l l  that  La required i n  order t o  determine j'+' and j(-', because the 
contributions of the remaining terms can be obtained simply by changes i n  notation, 
.c - 
I 
I 
Thus, the contributions of the second terms can be obtained from those of the 
first terms by the transformations 1 J 2 on the subscipts of the propagation vectors 
i 
and frequenciea, The contributions of the third terms are found fram those of the 1 
I f i r s t  tenus by means of the transformations, 
Pinalty, the caatributians of the fourth terms are obtained from those of tha thi rd 
tenna by the transfarmations 1s 2 on the subscripts, 
bution is obtained from each of the Pour terms discussed above by taking the 
ccanplex con jugate 
Of course, another contrio 
Follawing the procedure of Section 3, we obtain: 
w h e r e  I 
21 
and we have fntr&ed the shorthand notation, 
m) We IWIO eliminate 4 
of (lo), making use o f  (47):  
by substituting fran (49) into the plane wave version 
where 48' is defined in malogy with (20), 
It follws fran (23) that 
g,, (d;) = 0 
t 
80 that (51) can be aolved for 
velocity*sp.ca integrations 
. Tb remaining task then is to  perform the 
+ 
The ccmtrlbution to  the current density is: 
which follaro fram 
defimd by: 
c I 
& 
axid (51), and in whtch ttie quantity, h T', is 
22 
',%us, the velocity-space integrations which ramin eo be done are embodied i n  the 
The types of integrals encountered in the evaluation of (54) are similar eo 
those discussed In Section 3, but are much Emre complicated. f i s ,  the procedure 
w e d  before, foeo, evaluating the integrals exactly and then using small-arguroent 
and asymptotic expansions fox the various functions, turns out t o  be very lxvohed, 
although this procedure cmld  conceivably be c:arried out. 
It i s  fortwaata, therefore, that L T ~  alternative and equivalent procedure to 
that described above exises.  
tke assumption, as was discussed in Section 3, that the r a t i o  of the thesnesa'l 
The use of the expansions described above involves 
velocity t o  the phase velocity of the various waves involved in the problem can 
be treated as a small parsreter. 
damping cap be neglected [12) 
This is also the condition that  Landsla-type 
Kn the integrals contained in (54) we have not 
% % % u) only the phase velocities p but ~Esa the quantities $and IC, which mst 
be considered large ( i u e n ,  large saapared vith the t h e m 1  velocities]. I t  will 
hecam evfdent from the uurnrerfcal examples considered later that  these conditions 
are sc i t i s f ied  for the data t o  be chosen, 
he procedzlre used Pn the evaluation of the integrals i n  (54) l a  t o  expand 
the integrand i n  p e r s  of - & and then perform the integrations, 
cambination involved in the expanaton i s  
A typical. 
where v i a  either vy or VI and le+ denotes a csotesian ccmpowent of the vector bo 
Now, sdnce v %s integrated mer an infinite range, it  is not clear a prior% that 
this prwedrare 5s va l id .  
'iir 
3 m e ~ ~ e f ,  bec,ars$ of the presence of the MaxweEPLan 
distribution, most of the contribution to the integrals cares frau the smXi 
vcldxLty region, Therefore, when we expand iin the parasneter glven by (55) we are, 
23 
i n  effect ,  expanding in a parmeter equal to  the thermal velocity divided by the 
&xeaver, i t  has been verified by direct camputation that "phaste velocity" 
th i s  procedure gives the same results as the f i r s t  method, vie. ,  evaluating the 
integrals exactly and then introducing the small-argument and asymptotic expansions. 
F 
1 
In t h  3 event that a different zero-order function than MPxPoeltian were chosen, t 
I 
the procedure jus t  described would have to  be reexamined. 
always be possible t o  use the method employed i n  the linearized caseo The 
calculations would jus t  become mbre complicated than those for the present 
(Xaxwellian) caseo 
In any case, it  would 
I 
I 
By expanding the integraad of  (54) i n  powers 0th through the second parer, - 
i t  is a straightforward but tedious process t o  show that only the linear tenus 
give nonvanishing results 
there is no advantage in carrying the expansion further. 
Became of the lw temperature of the electrons , 
Even w i t h  these simplifications i t  is exceedingly tedious t o  evaluate (54) 
i n  the general case, t o e e ,  in the case of propagation at an arbitrary angle with 
respect to the static magnetic field. The reason is that ,  although the integra- 
tions are t r i v i a l ,  there are so many of them that the bookkeeping becanes 
horrendous, 
treatment t o  the special cases of propagation paral le l  and perpendicular t o  the 
static magnetic field. 
For th i s  reason we w i l l  confine our considercltion in the present 
As we stated in  Section 3, th i s  restriction is for  purposes of simplicity and 
is not a necessary restr ic t ion of the theory, 
limiting cases should be sufficient t o  determine whether or not the diagnostic 
method being proposed in this  report is feasible, 
The consideration of these two 
4.1 -1 to- ic &ga etic 
We see fran the aurlyaie in Section 301, in particular (24) ,  that the 
emplihrdes of the waves are s t t l l  not determined. Therefore, we  turn our attention 
24 
- -  I. ’ 
t o  this  problem before diecuseing the results of carrying out the integrations 
i n  (54).  
In order t o  detenufae the wave amplitudes, w e  consider a boundary value 
problem i n  which the plasma is constdered t o  exist i n  the half-space % > 0 ,  whereas 
the halfrrpace t 0 is a vacu~lp~ l i b  suppose that  a transverse electrmagnetic 
wave is normally incident on the plaamavscuwn boundary from the vacullp~ side, We 
will apply boundary conditions a t  z = 0 in  order t o  determine the wave amplitudes ~ 
i n  the prcraPma, 
There has been a great deal of work done on problems of the type described 
in the above paragraph [31-37]. The idea behind most of t h i s  work was t o  
investigate the question of radiation by plasma oscfllatioas,  which is thought 
t o  be an important mechanism i n  solar flares 1381, 
thie problem is, of course, different 
Our mt iva t ioo  for considering 
It follavs frm (24) and the relations abuve (30) that  
and 
(’) I (3) ay = , 
fn the discwsion of boundary conditions we w i l l  not indicate the frequency 
depePdence. f i e  s81pe aralysis applies t o  e i ther  % or u+. 
Using the usual boundary conditions (at z 0 0 )  of the continuity of the 
tangential electric and nrrgnetic fields,  taking note of the fact  that mode 1 is 
langitudirurl and modes 2 and 3 are tramverse, and eliminating the applitudes of 
the reflected waves, we obtain: 
where A - (k, A,,, 0)  i r  the vector amplitude of the tacident waveo Elimimtiag - 
1 the y-camponents among (56)-<58) we obtain 
Thus, the amplitudes of the ordinaxy and extraordinary waves in the plasma 
are given i n  terms of the amplttudee of the external f i e ld  by (56), (57), @ 9 ) ,  and 
I 
I 
(60) 0 
X t  w i l l  be noted that the above considerations do not detennine the amplitude I I 
of the longitudinal wave. In order t o  obtain th i s  quantity another boundary 
condition must be imposed on the system, 
f luid fornulatiom of the problem [31,34,35,37] is that the nonnal canpanent of 
The condition usually imposed in the 
the mean velocity of the electrons vanishes a t  the boundary. 
by Field 1311 shws that  this condition is equivalent t o  the condition of specular 
reflection used i n  formulations by means of the Boltemam theory [26,29,30,39]e 
An argument given 
The normal component (ioeo, in  the c direction) of the mean velocity of the 
electrons is defined by 
since the contribution of t o  the numrator vanishes. 
Substituting the expression (obtained from (17)) 
26 
into (61). performing the integrations, 
the resul t ,  
&.t. - 
Thus, when propagation is purallel 
wave8 are generated at  the density 
0 
and requiring that V,\ - 0 leads t o  
2-0 
t o  the static magnetic f i e ld  no lcmgitudinal 
discontinuity, This rerrult l a  in agreement 
with previous investigations [29,30], 
We are now ready t o  derive the expressions for J ('I We w i l l  f i r s t  derive 
the expression for the component along t h e  static magnetic f i e ld  (which is also 
the direction of propagation). 
.IL. 
The elements of the inverse mtr icce in (53) are easily found fran (24) md 
(25), Put t ing  y - 3 in (53) we find 
where the quantities with the "+" eubesript are the 8am2 as previously given in 
Section 3, except that they nuu refer t o  the frequency a+, aa defined i n  (SO). 
We see that for t h i s  e v e n t  of current density only one component of rm' 
As we have mentioned previously, the evaluation of @ from (54) is  
- 
is  required, 
a straightforward but tedLats process. Bar this  reason w e  w i l l  only quote the 
4. 
result  at t h i s  point. The procedure w i l l  be given i n  Appendix I. We find: 
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where ure has been made of (62) In the double subscripts used above, the first 
applies t o  the frequency dependence (% or %) and the second denotes the Cartesian 
component of the quantity, (1,2,3) = [ ~ , y , z ) ~  
By substituting (64) into (63), mnmaing over CY and 61' fraa 2 to 3, and using 
(so), the ctmttlbution to the beat-frequency current densities stemming fran the 
first term in (44) is obtained. 'Ihe tenmining cantributlonr, are obtaiaed by &he 
transformations discussed on p. 21, Tbe total result for these current densit ies  
28 
In order not t o  interrupt the cont imi tp  of the discussion we l is t  the definitions 
of the quantities appearing in (65) in Bppendfx If. 
A factor of 4 has been deleted fran (65), %n accordance with the dfacu88lorr 
on po 16. 
It w i l l  be noted that, if one takes the limit 'uC 4 0 i n  (64) i n  a atraight- 
forward way, divergence6 sppear in sane of the termso 
factory becsuse t h i s  limit nust exist, 
the limit m a t  be taken as 
This eituaticui Ls unaatiso 
The resolution of the diff icul ty  i a  that 
When this i a  done the correct l i m i t  is obtained. !&e need for t h i s  subtlety doe8 
not arise i n  the linearized theory. 
We also note that (64) only baa a temperature dependence i f  the temperature9 
are unequal 411pp if co1lisians are pre8ent, 
in the collisionless caseo 
%%e temperature-dependent terms vaaiah 
In order t o  derive correapaadhg results for the other two coordinate 
directions, we note that it Pollaws frm (53) that JzW' and Jpm' depend rn 
rxme and r, mesa conc~usians are eaeiry 
derived by using the stme procedure whfch led to (63) for Jscnro. It now can be 
shown by applying the procedure given Ln Appendix I t o  (54) that  
C n r s  , but are independent: of rS*', 
becarse of (62). Thus ve see that 
Ilhu8, the cutrent demiti88 #SWbtad ath the beat fteqUeneie0 have mu 
nOnVd6hiw ccmpaaept, the patarb1 t o  the direCt%m Of ~ O P a g a t h l  M d  the 
a t a t i c  -tic field.  
hccnrae when propagation occurs paral le l  to  the e ta t ic  magnetic f ie ld  the prsSma 
acts essentially like an isotropic medium i n  that the currant flw8 p a r a l b l  to  
the field, The s t a t i c  magnetic f i e ld  still has an important effect ,  however, in 
that it makes tbe plasma birefringeat. 
This result is reasaaabb fram the physical point of v iw,  
2he IMoerical aspects of (65) w i l l  be discussed l a t e r  in  Section 5. 
6.2 & to tfse Sta- F M  
The analpsis for tU8 came proceeds in 8n excrctly anabgous menner to 
that for perallel propaguticm in See. 4.1. ‘Ibe f i r s t  step is the determination o f  
the W W 8  artlplitudeso 
The baundary value problem is formrated ia ersentiafly the same way, euccept 
that m we consider the case of propagation along the x-ancis, so that the plasma 
occupies the hslf-space x > 0 ,  and vacuom the half-apace x 
f i e ld  Sa again directed along the z-=is. 
0. The s t a t i c  umgnetic 
Plcm the form of (24) a d  the expressions l is ted i n  (31) we obtain: 
Ae in  the treatmenrt of the case of perallel propagation, we wt11 not indicate the 
frequency dependence in d i s c ~ s i a g  the bcruadrry conbitiaruo 
will apply t o  either u+ QI % 
%e 8- aMlYSi8 
30 
We have previously noted that the temperaturedependent terms fa expressions 
involving eingle frequencies are negligible (sea Section 5) so that (68) becapes: 
U s i a  the usual boundrrry conditions (at x - 0)  of tha continuity of the 
taagential electric and magnetic f ie lds ,  taking uote of the fact  that  mode 1 i a  
polarized along the z-axis and d e s  2 and 3 are polarized in  the ayplune,  and 
eliminating the amplitude6 of the reflected waves, we obtain: 
It is obviaur tha t  the system of three equations (69) and (71) is not 
sufficient t o  determine the farr u- +ta*3) , ayla*s) 
In s proper formlat ion of the problem another boundary condition nust be 
imposed in order t o  provide the required additional equation. 
condition is the 8- 88 th8t used in the case of parallel propagation, t o e o ,  the 
vanishing of the normel caPpaeent of the man electron velocity a t  the plasma 
barndary. 
The boundary 
For our present purposes, huwever, it wil l  not be aeceasary to  carry out 
these calculations. 
of modes 1 aad 3 are temperatwe-independent, whereas the propagatioa vector of 
mode 2 is strongly temperatur&pendent. 
mode 2 is apptagievltely equal t o  the thermal electron velocity. 
discussed en Section 3, t h i s  is the condition for the wave t o  be strongly damped, 
I t w a a  pointed a t t  i n  Section 3 that the propagation vectors 
a i s  me(u18 that the phase velocity of 
Aa was also 
Tlnts, m o b  2 w i l l  be strangly damped in a very short distance and, therefore, w i l l  
31 
not give a signiflcant contribution t o  our results, We can, therefore, put 
- (a) a j  - P .  
(69) aad (71) can PQV be solved for the aaplitudes of mde 3: 
(73) 
We are ELQ~P ready to derive the expressions far Ihe first such e;Wpr€?SS%On - 
to be considered w i l l  be the canponent of current denstty patallel to the direction 
of tbe static rmPgnetic field, 
?ollawing the stem procedure that led to (63), we obtsin: 
and we are agan using the shorthand notation (50). 
see tbat the abme result depends on only one component of rcya! . 
As was the cdbe with (631, we 
9 
.5 
Follk#iag the procedure given in Appendix f ,  we obtain f o r  the contribution 
f r m  rhe first tenn in (44): 
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where use has been rmide of the 6 m  dwble  subscript notrrtian 88 in  (64). 
We note that (76) i a  a furoction of the r8tiO of tbe electron tesrperatures, 
but not of the temperatures iodivfdwlly, aad that this temperiture dependence 
vsnishea in the co1lisioo~ss case. An aaalogaus aituethn was encountered in 
the case of (64). 
Substitutian of (76) into (75) letting Cy and Cy' equal 1 and 3 successiwely, 
and using (!io), gives one contribution to the current densities associated with 
the beat frequencies. 
formatiope discussed 051 p. 21. 
The rematning contributione are obtained by the trans- 
The total result for these current densities is: 
33 
+ 7 3 
where ''t" stan& for a11 the pteoed- tenm with the PrentzfonmtioauJ 1 * 2 am 
I 
I 
tk subscripts apptfed to  then, Z b  definitiozw of the vari- quantities appearing 
in  (77) are @vem ia Appendix 211. 
I A fetor of 4 hse been deleted in the der2vation of ( I ? )  for the s ~ m e  reason 
RS w ~ d  one previously l n  the derivation of (65). 
We sum coneidar the derivation of rhsulta for tbe current densities parallel 
to the diraction of w m  pmpagation, Le. ,  along the x-axiso One contribution 
to tbe curremt density ier 
34 
Pollmring the procedure given i n  Appendix I ,  we obtain: 
I ( 7 9 )  
(80)  
where we again use the shorthand notation given in (50). 
(79) and (80) are given in Appendix IV. 
The coe f f i c i ent s  yi i n  
Substitution of (79)  and (80) in to  (78) g ives  one contribution t o  the 
current dens i t i e s .  Then by using the transfonnations discussed previaualy we obtain, 
35 
after 8- algebra: 
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In the process of deriving (011, we have s p l i t  the propagation vectors into 
their real and imaginary purts, , cp) 09 ; k L -  * K * ~  realo c B) CB) 4 v) Kd = &p + A  KO(: 
I 
1 
Tho letter "T" denotes, a8 in (V ) ,  the operatian of writ- a l l  the preceding 
term with the transformation 1 d 2 on the subscripts. The remaining quantities 
I in (81) are defined in Appendix V. I 
The last campoaent of current density is that paral le l  t o  the y-axis. 
Using the 11- procedure aa i n  the derivation o f  (78), we obtain: I 
I 
Comparing the quantities i n  brackets fn (78) and (82), ve Bee that they are 
composed of the same quantities i n  different orders. 
us to  derive jp (?'by ~ ~ t a a 8  of t r i v i a l  aunimlatioas on (81). We obtain 
This observation enables 
3 3  
Factors of 4 hate been deleted from (819 and (83) for the same reason as 
previarsly d58CUS8ed l o  connection with (65) and (?7); %.e., becauae we are writing 
the fieldr in tha form (361, 
The summations -ern in (81) and (83) are t o  be taken over tbe values 
x 1,+,2 (see the deftnitioas of the quantities given in Appendix V) 
We have a m  cmpleted the derivcrtiona of the contributions t o  the curreat 
dentsfties asoociated with the be8t frequencies, 
quences of these results will be dircussed i n  the next section, We first &e a 
f aj obaervat ions ,
f % . Saae n-rice1 conse- 
It w i l l  be noted that the stat ic  magnetic f ie ld playa a auch umre important 
role i n  ehe results for propagation perpendicular to  the magnetic f i e l d ,  as given 
38 
by ( I t ) ,  (81), and (83) than fa the results for propagation parallel to the 
magnetic field as given by (65). 
intui t ive grounds. 
I Indeed, t h i s  i s  exactly what - expects on 
I 
It w i l l  be shown in the uext section that the rcrults for the current 
densities aasaciated with the @tun frequency, % + % ,are independent of electron 
temperature, 
If the frequencies are judScloosly chosen. 
I 
'Ibe current densities can be *de temperature-dependent, however, I 
I 
One intuit ively expects that  sane enhaucewnt may be obtained i f  one chooses 
I 
the difference frequency equal t o  e characteristic frequency of the plasmao In 
the case of perpendicular propagation it is obvfaua from the appearance of (77), 
Q81), and (83) (and the definitions given i n  Appendices If1 and V) that enhancement 
1 
I can occur Lf w e  choose, 
or  
I fa the case of paraUe1 propagation, It is not possible t o  make the choices (84). 
Prom the appearance of (6s) (and the definitions Listed in Appendix 11) it appears 
a pr ior i  that we may make the choice 
I 
I q -  c3, - Y (85) 
although the resonance structure of the equations is  not so obvious i n  t h i s  caseo 
The numerical consequences of the choices (84) and (85) w i l l  be explored i n  the 
next sectlon, 
The term "enhancement", a8 used in the above diseuasion, has a dauble 
rPe8tliwo In the f i r s t  place, we mean that the magnitudes of the current densities 
are increased, and, secondly, that the magnitudes of the temperature-dependent 
tarma are increased relative t o  the temperature-andependent terms. 
39 
I .  
5-  
We have made cer tain remarks, at various places In this report, concernilrg 
I 
I the temperatureodependent teaas in camparison with the temperamre-independent 
I tenas, These statements remain to  be verified, In addition, we should demonstrate 
I that the current densities correspond t o  measurable currents. These topics w i 1 2  
be discussed in the present section. 
I 
I 
Suppose, far i l lus t ra t ive  p u r p e s ,  that w e  consider a value of electron 
1 We w i l l  take the earth's magnetic f i e ld  t o  be 0-5 gauss, so that 
I 
The first case t o  be considered w i l l  be that  of parallel propagation. For 
I 
I purposes of ccmrputirrg j:+' , as given by (65), we, rake 
7 - 1  
The condition (86) is d e  for  purposes 'of simplicity in calculations of 
I 
j'*' , krt will not be used in calcubtioua of j'-' a 
measured values of f" cannot be used for determiuatlon of electron temperatures, 
These calculations are actually only mrede for purposes of orientation, so that  
the w e  of (86) ts mot c r i t i c a l  insofar as the reeulta are concerned. 
It w i l l  be seen bel- that 
Y c - 
?or the calculations in thie section we will use values for electron t e m p e r a m  
tures and collision frequency appropriate foe the P+ayer ElSl, 
which corresponds t o  
40 
and 
which corresponds to ,  -4 
These choices of data inaura that the plama wave8 are only weakly damped, 
f t  follows from (86) that, 
We see that, for  reasonable aaZues of z i n  (65), the spatial dantpfag of the 
current density can be neglectedo 
It will be noted that  we are assuming that  the twb electron temperatures are 
equal, This is for plrposes of simplicity in the pzeaent calculation, 
expressions for tbe current densit ies are such that '  the temperature difference 
w i l l  be measurable i f  we can show that  the temperature is i t s e l f  measurable. 
'Ike 
4 
1 
W i t h  the above data, the temperature-dependent term in (30) are of order W6 
and are therefore completely negligible i n  cornpariaon w i t h  unity. This j u s t i f i e s  
the procedure of neglecting the temperature dependence of the propagation vectors 
i n  the previous sactione, 
In order t o  calculate the current densities, i t  is necessary t o  apeciEy the 
gmpZitudes of the incfdent fields.  
a rb i t r a r i l y ,  hawever. 
Tbeae amplitudes cannot be specified 
There are two points t o  be considered. F i r s t ly ,  a 
41 
perturbation method has been used t o  calculate the current densltie8. 
then, the ampUtudes cannot be chosen too large. 
to  restrict the aapIitudes to  be sufficlently small so that the condition for 
linearization, us described by Platasvn and Bucbsbatm 1291, is eatisfied,  
theory developed herein is airaFl8r I n  s p i r i t  t o  the "feirly mall imrplitude" 
theory of Sturrock 120,213, bat the approach is different. 
measured current densitler t o  be representative of the crmbient electron density 
Obviously, 
It is not necessary, howewer, 
The 
Secondly, we w a n t  the 
and electron temperature. 
f ie lds  are banded in magnitudee Pram the work of Gfnzburg and mrevich [l!5,171 
it is knuwn th+t the temperature is essentially unchanged i f  the Incident f ie lds  
are small In comparison w l t h  a quantity, Ep, called the plasma f ie ld .  
F-layer, It has the approximate value 115,171, 
This 1s only true I f  the amplitudes of the lrrcident 
For the 
a V m ,  E ,  - 
It w i l l  be noted from (65) that there are four types of polarizations which 
contribute t o  the current densities: qXt$=, 4pl)py, 4,,4,, and A,n4,,0 FQr 
definitemass, we  w i l l  choose, 
A,, = Az% 
laarertiag the sbwe data into (651, 
5 0 ,  
we find 
which is independent of temaperatureo If Q current detector of f a l r ly  large siee 
(equivalent c rosr~sec t iona l  area ror 1 a?) is used, then (92)  map be oaeasurabh If 
the proper bambidth i r  chosen. 
The order of magnitude of the result (92)  does not ch8nge i f  different 
plarlsatiops tban (9x1 are choren (for given field uqgnituderr). The situation 
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C a n  be somewbat improved if the field strengths are increased. 
too far i n  t h i s  directim, hovever, because of the limitation discussed 8bOVeo 
Perhaps an order of magnitude increase mer  (92) can be realized. 
We cctnnot proceed 
I 
In order t o  calcuIate j:.’ we mst make a choice for the difference frequency, 
I 5 - One of the bseic ideas behind the imeat igat ion beiug dercribed i n  this 
I report i a  the possibi l i ty  that the current denaity may be enhanced i f  the 
difference frequency is chosen equal to me of the characterist ic frequencies of 
the plasma, It is evident from (65) end Appendix 11 that  the only possibiUty 
of obtainlng a reeommce effect  in the case of paral le l  propagation is t o  choose, 
2, = I 
I i oeo ,  
I 
(931 
In the following caZculation we will suppose that 5 again has the value (86 ) ,  
but that % is dstetmincd from (93). FoIlawing the s8me procedure aa In  the 
calculation of jk+’ , we obtain from [65), 
For current detectas of resson8b1e size the current obtained from (94) is too 
-11 t o  be measured, 
By caaparing (92) and (94) we see that 
Bum, the choice (93) for tbe difference frequency does not reveal a resonance 
e f fec t  as on? might suspect a pr ior i  from the appearance of the quantities defined 
in Appeudix XI. 
frequency is not a true resonance frequency in the s a w  sense as the cyclotron 
and p h m e  frequencies, 
for the case of perpendicular propagation. 
The physical reason for thfs resul t  is that  the col l is ion 
It wilt be sham berm that  resonance effects  do occur 
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Us- the sam~~ data as i n  the derivation of (89),  we obtain for the real 
parts of the propagation vectors for the case of petpendiculat propagation, 
I 
I *ere we have eet ,  for definitenese, TA ID TI. We note that lKt(') is ouch larger 
thaa and This is a direct cweque'rre of the fact, previously noted 
1 in Section 3, that 
and Prt3) are not (see belaw), 
is strongly dependent upon temperature, whereas K,<" 
I  
I The phase velocity corresponding t o  (97) ii 
This result is of the same order of magnitude LIB the thermal velocitp and, therefore, 
mode 2 w i l l  be strongly affected by LBndauotype damping. This is the just i f icat ion 
for neglectiag this mode in calculating the current densities. It is easi ly  
ver i f ied that the phase velocit ies corresponding t o  (96) and (98) are greater than 
the velocity of l igh t  i n  v(pcuumD Zherefare, these d e s  are not danped by t h i s  
It is easi ly  verified,uaing the samt data as before, that Et (') and lit are  
temperature-independent, the temperature tenus being of order Wee 
U s e  of the stme data leads t o  the resu l t ,  
f t  follmr fran (77) that the spat ia l  damping is small for the e-coraporreat of 
current density, at3 i n  the case of perallel propagation. The remaining components 
will be diacussed later. 
Taking, for  definiteness, the potarizatiom of 
A,, = A** = o  
and using the stme data as before, we find from (77): 
the errternal ftelde t o  be 
(99) 
which is independent of temperatureo 
corresponds t o  currents which may be meesurable, i f  the size o f  the current 
detector and the bambidth s t e  properly chosen. 
As i n  the case of (92 ) ,  th i s  result  
In order t o  calculate 3:-’, we again must mnke a choice for the difference 
frequency, In the present case it is advantageous, as can be seen fr& (77) a d  
Appendix Iff, t o  pick 
Y .c = j  
iuatead of (93), which was used i n  the cwe of parallel  propagatim. using (101) 
and the previous data, we find, 
It will be noted that this resu l t  is an order of magnitude greater than (LOO), and 
o f  the same! order of aqnitude as (921, By using the same argument as before, we 
conclude that  (102) should be measurable under proper experimental conditions, 
This result is, however, temperahrre-dependent, Ln contradistinction to the cases 
considered previow l y e  
It w l l l  be observed tha t  (102) does not represent much of an enhancement 
This s i tuat ion ie not whet oae usually encounters i n  a resonance 
%e reason that the eahanceorent is so l a u  is that ,  although the resonance 
aver (100). 
effect. 
denominator does became small  in the case of (102) (it is down by a factor le 
1 
I 
I 
, 
from the calculation of (loa)), tbt nunewetor also becarsea small, so thot the 
resonant character of the phenaesnon is masked. 
give the major contribution t o  the quantities defined In Appendix 1x1, so tha t  the 
increase i n  magnltude i n  the current deusity between (100) and (102) is indeed the 
resu l t  of a resonance effecto 
Actually, the reecmant tenna 
The current densit ies j:’ and j;” can be calculated in a aimller way by 
use of the same data from (81) and (83), respectively, It is found that  these 
current densit ies are enhanced by several ordera of magnitude i f  the choices 
are made. 
(84) 
I For example, i f  we put 
I 
I y - = I  
and uae the previous data in (81) and Appendix V, w e  obtain, 
which is  seen to be three-to=four orders of magaitude greater than the previous 
resu l t sa  
proper experinrsntal conditioas e 
Ths current corresponding to  (104) should easi ly  be measurable under 
Similar resu l t s  are obtained i f  me puts (103) in to  (83) or 
?, 
Y- = +- 
i n t o  etther (81) and (83)* 
The resul t  (104), and i ts  analoguea just referred to ,  is strongly temperature- 
dependent, 
which tbere was only a sl ight  (f .e., barely measurable) temperature dependence. 
The resu l t s  (104) and its analogs are a measure of TI, but not of TV, 
This is in contradistinction t o  the resul ts  obtained previously, for 
46 
We have c81culated L e  contributions t o  the cutrant densities aaoociated Y th  
the sum ead difference frequencies of the ertternal f i e w .  
order t o  perform  the^ calculatiaan w.8 8 perturbatbn technique. Argunmtr were 
given to  indicate th8t this fmthod should be valid for the prerent problem. Tbe 
results verify a posteriori  that this argument is correct, sime tbe current 
densities obtained correepoad t o  very sa1811 currents. 
'Ihe techdque used i n  
ft has been shown that jc+), the contribution to the current density 
associated with the sum frequency, u+ + s ,  is independeat of temperature and, 
therefore, provides a measure of the electron density. 
the contribution osaociated with the difference frequency, % 
temperature-dependant L f  the dtfferencs frequency is chosen properly. 
cy 
On the other hand, jc-' , - 
q,, can be made 
C8kulatione were carried out for two eituations, propagation parallel and 
perpendicular t o  the s t a t i c  magnetic field. The general case of propagation at 
un arbi t rary angle wFth respect t o  the magnetic f ie ld  can be dons; the calculation8 
jus t  became much mre tedious, 
future work, 
suff ic ient  t o  detemdne whether or not the diagnostic method being proposed is 
feasible 
This extension of the method i r  reserved fur 
It was f e l t  that  the two l b i t i n g  cases considered herein would be 
In the case of paral le l  propagation, the only nonwanishiag caopoaent of 
current density is that paral le l  to the magnetic field and the direction of 
propagation. 
t o  the sum frequency, % 4 %, has numerical values near the borderline of 
measurabiUty, for proper experimental conditions, and is independent of electron 
temperatureo 
frequency, '4 0 %, vas carried out by setti- 
Xt W ~ J B  shown in Section 5 that the current density correapondiq 
A calculation of the current density corresponding t o  the difference 
= v, ( 106) L3r- % 
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It w a s  found that this  current demit3 is too small, by several orders of 
magnitude, to be measurable,, 
(ioe., jd-’ << j:’)) because the collfsian freque=y is not a re8onant frequency 
of tba plasm8 i n  the 8aam sense a6 the cyclotron aud pluraM frequeociea, SO that 
8 remcmant enhancement i s  not obtained. 
L t  w a s  painted out that this situation occurs 
In the case of perpendicular propagation, there are w vaaishiag caoponents 
of current density, 
borderline of measurability, for  proper experimental conditions, 
density, Jim), wua calculated by choosing the difference frequency aa 
Calculations carried out show that j:’ are both on the 
The current 
It was found that ja(-) is an order of magnitude greater than j$+’ . Thus, 
althaagh w e  tuke advantage of the condition of cyclotron resonance, the enhancemsnt 
is rmrch less than one wauld expect, 
because the numerator of the errpression for jk-’ becomes small along with the 
denamlaator so that the enhancement is reduced. 
It was pointed out that th i s  s i tuat ion arises 
b 
A calculation was carried aut for  j:m’ by again choosing the difference 
frequency fraai (107). 
to curreah under suitable conditions, wMch are easi ly  masurable. 
It was found that the resulting current density corresponds 
Them 
currents are stroagly temperaturedependent, i n  contradistinction t o  the previous 
cases considered i n  which the temperature dependence wao very slight.  
also pointed art that  similar resul ts  are obtained for j 3 - I  by choosing, 
It was 
and for j i - )  by choosing eitber (107) or (108), 
The conclusiom reached from the above cansiderations are that ,  i f  the case 
of perpendicular propagation is Considemd, and the currents perpendicular to the 
48 
direction of the static magnetic f ie ld  are measured, then the electron temperature 
can be determined. 
perpendicular and parallel propagation were smeller by several orders of aagnitude 
and were only s l ight ly  tamparstwe-dependent, even i f  they could be msasared. 
The currents along the magnetic f i e l d  i n  both the caes of 
The clectrcm teaprature determinedby meusuriag the current6 corresponding 
t o  the current densities, jxco’ , j4.j i 8  T A ~  
determined by th i s  procedure. 
special case, i o e o r  the propagation was perpendiculsr t o  the static magnetic 
field. 
then TI should a180 be capable of measuremento 
reserved for  future work, 
report t o  the I-region of the ionosphere. 
different ionosphere regions w i l l  be considered in future work. It is expected 
that the Paethod sdvocated herein w i l l  also prove t o  be a useful diagnostic tool 
in these situations, 
The temperature T! cannut be 
The reason for  t h i s  is that we have considered a 
I f  the treatment is generalized to include other directtons of propagatioa, 
‘&is aspect of the problem is 
We have only applied the resul ts  &rived in  this  
GeneralitatLon of these reaults t o  
The diagnostic method suggested herein should have some advantages over the 
methods currently being employed. 
The pteoent technique allaws the meahlurement of electron temperatures both 
parallel aad perpendicular t o  the s ta t ic  magnetic f ie ld ,  whereas the other 
diagnostic (probe) methods do not consider t h i s  possibility. 
We have not included sheath effects I n  the present analysis. The philosophy 
has been t o  consider the present work as a preliminary iweetigation of a new 
diagnostic technique rather than a f inal  analysis for practical  experimental 
conditions, Sheath effects  should not change the order of magnitude of the results, 
I f  the eyeperbents are performed on a rocket the value of % w i l l  change as 
the rocket passes through the iomsphere. 
that a frequency sweep technique be employed. 
the variation of wc with al t i tude i s  amall, 
The conditions (107) and (108) suggest 
This procedure is feasible, since 
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i 
i In this appendix we discuss the evaluation of  r OrY' ,  as given by (34). - 
I The procedure of expanding the integrand of (54) in paraerr of k (a k,* + pi0), 
- r c .  - i 5" - 5='. 5" .t sa'. or 4" - &a') before integratirlg has been justified i n  
Section 4, We w i l l  new indicate the s tep  in the evaluatton of (54) ulriag this 
procedure 
I 
Writing aut Eq. (54) we have: 
50 
51 
where we have used the definition of E, 
t 
I variable have been d e  
and the definition of I!!@' given by (38). In adation the following changes of 
I 
I 
t = 
P = ?  # '- 
The procedure for performing the integrations i n  (1-1) is  the same as that 
discusaed by, for example, Montgomery and TidPran 12'11 in the case of the linearized 
I 
I 
I 
I theory. That is ,  the 9-integration is doue first, then the qo and e-integrations, 
and finally the integtatfaas wer VA and v!. 
We f i r s t  consider the terms i n  (IL-19 which ate independent of k: 
-.. 
52 
I: - '  
It is  now easily shcnun that (1.2) vanishes, because (for a given term) either 
the integration aver vg or  rn vanishes. The integrations are a l l  t r i v i a l ,  
For the f i r s t  order terms, we consider the special case i n  which propagation 
is paral le l  t o  the static magnetic field,  i .eor along the z-artie, This is the 
simplest case to consider, the remaining cases being evaluated in an analogous 
manner, but more tediously. 
For t h i s  case w e  find: 
53 
54 
3- 
55 
1 . -  
We will illustrate the evaluation of ehe integrations In (1-3)  by calculating 
the zocaapoaent, Integrating (1-3') wer (o gives:: 
57 
The remaining integrations can d l  be performed sh l taneous ly  and are a l l  
trivial, The result is (643, The integratiom for the remaining cases are 
performed in an analogous fashion. 
I APmmxx 11 
I 
1 In thia appendix we g i v ~  the definitions of the quantities a:>pearing in 
, 
(63 
i 
59 
. .  
GO 
The quantities in (65) with the subscripts "2" are obtained from the 
quaatitLes given above with the subscript "+" by means of the transformation, 
In the course of deriving (65)  we made soam assumptions in the interest 
of simplicity, These assumptions are, 
t,; x,; (11-1) 
which is a consequence of (3), and enabled us to neglect a considerable 
number of terms. 
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Assumptions (11-1) are satisfied in the F-region of the ionosphere which 
I 
I 
I 
was the aituatfon considered nunrrically in Section 5 ,  For lower regioas of 
the ionosphere, where (11-1) is not satisfied, it is a simple matter to 
derive modified forms of the quantities defined in this appendix, 
62 
. .  
i 
, 
63 
. .  . . I  
t 
64 
-.. 
t 
t 
... . 
6' = c 2* x, 
65 
I -  , 
In the derivation of the quantities giveq in this appendix use has again 
been made of (11-1). 
matter to derive the corresponding expresstons fos the general caseD 
As discussed at the end of Appendix If ,  i t  is a eimple 
- 
66 
I ' -  
I APPENDIX XV 
I In thi8 appendix m list the coefftcients y i  appearing Ln (79) and (80) .  
67 
I .  ' . .  
69 
70 
7 1  
APPENDIX v 
In  this appendk we give the definitions of the quantities appearing in 
(81) and (83). 
The definitiaas of the propagation vector8 and refractive indices are the 
88me as defined in Appendlees I1 and 111. 
72 
73 
Qd 
4- 
I 
In the quaatities defined above g 
I we have also used the definition, 
G 
ff 
K 
L 
assumes the values 1 and 3.  For brevity 
- 
74 

76 


I. - . .  
79 

I - - -  
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

I 

I 
We have again used assumption (11-1) in the derivation of the quantities 
given in  this appendix. As mentioned at the end of W2endix If ,  i t  i e  a simple 
matter to derive expressions .for the general case. 
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